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From the Chair….

Hi all,

What a depressing time of year, can’t wait for some dry, sunny days. It seems a long winter this year but that’s
probably because Coco has been off & I’ve had nothing to ride.
I am sure spring is just around the corner & we will all be out enjoying our horses again soon.
The club seems to be going from strength to strength & I hope you are all enjoying the various things that have been
going on.
The dressage seems to be even more popular this year, some classes have already been filled for February so if you
want to enter, get yours in quickly.
The teams have been doing very well & I can’t thank everyone enough, for representing the club. Laura does a
fabulous job, it can’t be easy even with a happy baby in tow.
Gill has now finished, after many years, arranging the rally’s. Teresa Creese Green has taken over, her first rally is in
Feb & is full. Good luck Teresa.
Memberships are due next month & you can join at the Feb meeting.
The committee will be finalised this week & you will find some new names against some jobs.
Sorry I don’t have more to say but let’s all hope for a great spring, summer so we can forget about these dull, grey
days. Don’t forget your fluorescent when riding.
H
Jane & Coco

We hold our monthly meeting on the first Wednesday of each month
FABULOUS FOOD

THE GRIFFIN
LONDON RD, BRIDGEYATE

BS30 5JN

GUEST SPEAKER FOR OCTOBER 2017:
Sallyanne Louise Haigh
I am sure you will all agree that talk was so inspiring, and we will be
following Sallyanne on her journey!!
For those of you that were unable to make the evening we had the
pleasure of listening to Beth Hobbs and, Sallyanne talking of their
future plans for Sallyanne to compete at the para Olympics!!
Sallyanne told us of the day she was competing locally at Hollister’s
and, had a terrible fall when her horse reared. Unfortunately, it was life
changing leaving her paralysed from the waist down. This lady tells
her story with truth and, passion, and a little humour. It really is a
very moving story, and a very brave adventure that she has embarked
upon. With Beth Hobbs at her side and providing the exceptional horse, I
just know they are going to make it. We as a club on the spur of the
moment made a donation and we were informed by Sallyanne that she
had used the money to purchase the bespoke dressage whips that assist
with her steering!!
Please take a look at Sallyanne’s Facebook!! This is an incredible story
and we so want to help, as you can imagine it is such a slow process,
and all sorts of equipment is required, obviously lot of funds needed
and lots of help along the way!! The whole team behind Sallyanne are
devoted to making this dream come true, and we certainly as a club
would like to be helping Sallyanne in the future.

CAMP JUNE 2018
YES, IT WILL SOON BE THE TIME TO
THINK ABOUT CAMP, FORMS WILL BE

OUT FEB SO START THINKING ABOUT IT
NOW!!
Good Times In 2017…

Winter dressage series 15th
October 2017.

Winner of Class 2: Amelia French
Wow what a day!! So many entries and a full action- packed day with three
judges, and around eighty competitors. The day proved to be most popular
with the walk and trot tests, this obviously being beginners or those coming
back on the scene to competition, and of course young horses and ponies just
starting out. Whilst it was lovely to see so many of you, we now have to
consider time, and of course day light hours as we go in to November. This
really is a super low-key dressage opportunity and for those of you without
transport do hack to Woodfield.

Two teams represented the club at Summerhouse, and wow
didn’t they do well? They had a 10th placing and then a 5th
placing, there was a total of 26 teams competing so that
show’s what a great day we had.
There was some great scores and individual placings!! Well
done to Julian and Ben scoring 71% and coming 6th out of 29
starters, Christine Guy had a 5th place, Ruby was just outside
the rosettes and the other competitors were Rachael Frost, Sue
Hocking, Charlotte Alford, Kim Saunders and, Kathleen
Griffiths. A Huge Thank you to all, and especially to our
Team Manager Laura Hayden.
Riding for the club is fun and everyone is so supportive of
each other, please don’t ever feel it’s out of your depth you
are allowed callers and if you can walk trot and canter!! GIVE
IT A GO !! please have a word with Laura.
See you soon
Deb Vickery
x

POLICE VISIT TO THE HAND STADIUM
A huge thankyou to Jane Jones for organizing this for us
It was such a fun night, and such a lot of people turned out on
a dark miserable evening. The talk and display we received was
brilliant and the horsemanship is amazing. Such huge
powerful horses that are trained to trust their mounts and
perform very challenging tasks in order to support our police
forces. The mounted police are now at the hand stadium,
having moved from Bower Ashton, and they really do deserve
the fantastic facilities which they now have. Having a tour of
the stables after it is clear to see these horses are very well kept
and thoroughley enjoy their life style.

Thanks again Jane

__________________________________________________________________________________

MEMBERS OF THE MONTH:
ROS
STEWARD

ROS QUALIFIED FOR THE VHS CHAMPIONSHIPS AND
TRAVELELLED ALL THE WAY TO LINCOLN.

ANNE
FAYE

WHO ALWAYS ARRIVES AT OUR CLUB EVENTS,
AND HELPS OUT RELIGOUSLY IN ALL WINDS AND WEATHER, WE
REALLY DO APPRECIATE YOU ANNE!!

CLANGER OF THE MONTH
THIS WAS AWARDED TO RACHAEL FROST WHO ALLOWED HER
VERY BEAUTIFUL BUT NAUGHTY YOUNG LAB TO CHEW HER
RIDING BOOTS!! I PERSONALLY THINK YOU WERE AFTER A NEW
PAIR RACHAEL!! BUT I HAVE BEEN TOLD GRAHAM GOT THEM
REPAIRED AND A FAB JOB IT WAS TOO X

Trooper – The Next Episode
Hopefully you aren’t all getting a little bored of my escapades with my little coloured cob Trooper but I thought I
would write an update since my article in the June newsletter.
Since that article many of you will know that Bertha has been suffering from a neurological problem which has left
her very weak and uncoordinated in her back legs so she is no longer rideable and probably never will be again. I
so miss riding my beautiful girl but maybe this is the reason that Trooper came into my life – to take over as my
main riding horse. I recently had both Trooper and Bertha seen by a horse communicator and horse therapy lady
and apparently Trooper is very upset that he is not the boss of his field (I can imagine him thinking that) and he is
says he is now ready to do more work!
Back at the end of June (a week before my daughter’s wedding) I managed to fall off Trooper onto some poles on
the ground in the arena – totally not Trooper’s fault (I blame old age and lack of balance) but the bruising on my
right arm was impressive and my ribs were very sore for a good few weeks. So whilst his schooling is coming
along quite well I have a bit of a negative block with cantering as he is st ill very unbalanced and on the forehand.
My good friend Jo is doing the canter work for me with the aim of getting him more balanced whilst I concentrate on
the suppling and schooling work in walk and trot.
After not managing to complete my dressage test on Trooper at the VHPRC dressage in February I set myself a
goal of achieving this in the new dressage series this winter. With this in mind I have recently had a lesson at
Woodfield stables in the bottom arena and attended a pole rally there in the top arena to familiarise him with the
surroundings and getting him out and about. I duly booked for the December dressage date and practised my test
leading up to this date.
I woke up on the morning of the test and as you will remember the day was cold, windy and later on snowed. We
debated whether we should cancel the whole day but decided to continue so that was it – we were committed to
taking part! My friend Jo came as moral support and despite muddy feathers he looked reasonably clean and
loaded and travelled well. I tacked up and the wind picked up and doors were banging and rattling but Trooper
seemed relatively calm so on I hopped and walked him around. Our time came and Jo walked round the arena
with me to settle my nerves and then the horn went to start my test. In my head I told myself – ‘you can do it now
ask him for trot’ – and so we were away. I felt a little tense but relaxed more as the test went on as Trooper was
being a really good boy. We finished and I was very pleased to have done it. He was a little inattentive at times
calling to his best friend and field mate in the car park so I had marks deducted for that but we had some very nice
comments and finished in 5th place with a respectable 62.17%. Trooper’s first rosette for dressage.
Untacked and ready to load he decided to play me up as his mate Tex was still there calling to him and he didn’t
want to leave him. I had forgotten to bring any treats or carrots but once I had begged a few treats and rattled
them in a bucket he decided perhaps he would load. Cobs are so easily distracted by food!! So my dressage
outing was a success and I was very happy with how he went especially in the conditions on the day.
I do feel that over the last month or so Trooper has at last started to mature a little and is being less naughty being
led in and out to his field – he still has is escaping moments! So I am now feeling a lot more positive and he is a
really friendly little boy with not a mean bone in his body and I am growing very fond of him. I think he is here to
stay. Roll on 2018 – more dressage and showing and I aim to crack the cantering. Big thanks go to my friend Jo
Dicken who has supported me when I am feeling nervous and who took the photos.

STONAR CAMP!!
Well done to Kathy Hooper for organizing this camp it was
a great success and obviously one to be repeated.
We would like to thank Teresa and Sarah Green for coming
to the rescue and, helping Kathy cleaning stables that had
been vacated and not cleaned properly!! such a shame on the
tail end of a great weekend.
Kathy will possibly be organizing a one-day camp at
Stonar and the cost will be approximately £50.00 This
would consist of a lesson in the morning lunch and then a
lesson in the afternoon. Pleas watch website and Facebook
page for info.
Kathy your hard work was much appreciated!!

YOUR HORSE LIVE
Once again, a fab day was had by all, the coach was
comfortable, the driver very pleasant and professional and
hopefully you didn’t spend too much !! big thanks to
Rowena for organizing.

Winter Dressage Series
What can we say it is going down a storm and it is lovely
to see so many new and old faces and such a great effort
and also a great standard of riding and so many
improvements, with people moving up to novice!
It’s not easy to accommodate everyone so it is down to you
guys to get your entries in a.s.a.p. to ensure a place, we are
restricted by day light for those of you that have to hack!!
and entries are taken on a first serve basis, you are welcome
to book in advance !! please fill out your slips and post to
charlotte Alford and enclose entry fee also please put on
entry forms if you have paid by bacs and when paying by
bacs or cheques please put relevant info such as dressage
and date.
Good luck to all and continue to enjoy this lovely series.

Points presentation
1st Charlotte Alford 520 points

£20 VOUCHER

2ND Kathleen Griffith 331 points

£15 VOUCHER

3RD Kathy Hooper

245 points

£10 VOUCHER

4TH Celia Horner

165 points

£7.50 club voucher

Points make prises so if you don’t use your cards and get
them to Linda at the end of the year, you’re not going to
win so come make it a must this coming year!!

AGM
We thank Gill for the fabulous job she has done
organizing the rallies over many years, but we now have
Teresa Green taking on the role and I am sure she will
follow in Gill’s footsteps and continue to do a super job!!
Also, a big welcome to Jodie Taylor who is coming on
board as membership secretary and I am sure she will be
a great asset to the club.
If anyone would like to join the committee and feel they
have any time and possibly some knowledge or skills
that could be put to use feel free to ask any questions or
advice, it is a sociable club and all roles could be learnt
and carried out with support from other committee
members!

TACK SHOP DISCOUNTS (CLUB MEMBERS)
Did you know that you can receive discount with your riding club card?

Chris Puddy’s

10%

Patrick pinkers 10%
It is also worth asking at other tack shops when visiting, and always remember to take
your card with you!!
Please note that these discounts do seem to be rather selective and some items are excluded
and this includes saddles.

Veteran Horse Society Championships at Arena
UK 2017
Well after taking a rather longer route than originally intended, thanks to satnav, the
boys (Willow and Rambo), the dogs and I arrived at a rather wet and muddy Arena UK,
and settled in to their rather lovely indoor stables with plenty of hay and rugged up to
stay as clean as possible- both are rather keen rollers! The dogs had tea in the lorry while I
sorted out the sleeping arrangements, and then I went over to the main arena to collect
numbers for the following morning, and to have a drink and some tea (as I couldn’t be
bothered to cook) and watch some of the evening performance.
It was amazing to see so many fabulous ponies and horses ranging from 15 to 30s in a
wide variety of disciplines- I have no idea how judges can determine placings when they
are all in such good shape! The championships included 2 days of open classes (which had
been going on before I arrived) and the winners were those in this performance.
After such a long trip, and having checked the ponies and taken the dogs for a walk, I
turned in after setting the alarm for an early wakeup call…. just in case there was a need
for a quick bath for either pony! Rambo was going to be first in, so I was pleased to see
that he was actually extremely clean and only needed a quick onceover…. Willow did
need a little more attention, but I’ve seen him an awful lot worse! Leaving them to their
breakfast, I wandered over to the main arena to watch the start of the first supreme
championship (the M &Ms) ….and was a bit astounded to see that np-one had apparently
cleared the arena from the previous night….so, happy to muck in, I started to walk round
shovelling and was joined by some judges and stewards!!! Many hands make light work,
as they say.
The judging of each supreme championship was in two sections, each with a judge, so the
points would then be added together. One section was performance where ponies were asked
to do a figure of eight in a show (rather different to the usual in hand show), and the other
was conformation, which comprised walk away and trot back. Both Rambo (in the
diamond supreme) and Willow (in the pre-veteran) performed really well and I couldn’t
have asked them for more. The classes were extremely large, bearing in mind that to get
there one had to qualify through 2 rounds, and although the pre-veteran had 27
qualifiers, even the diamond group had 23! All over the age of 25- and a credit to their
owners.
We weren’t placed in either class, although I was pleased to see that there were 2 Shetlands
in the top 10 of each section flying the flag for the breed. Rambo was pulled forward to
receive an award for the oldest entrant there which was a lovely surprise, and we all
received a beautiful rosette and a goodie bag from the sponsors Allen & Page. It was a long
journey, but well worth the trip…. the worst moment was finding that I was the only
competitor staying the final night…. spooky! Thank heavens for having canine
companions ☺
I am hoping to qualify the boys again…. waiting for Rambo’s 36 age badge which has to
be specially printed apparently! And have made memory boxes from their trip as a lovely
reminder.

